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INTRODUCTION
This report summarizes the progress of applied work conducted during
the period from November 1, 1980 to April 30, 1981 under NASA grant NSG-1655.
Major objectives of this work include continued development of computer
software for aircraft modeling and use of this software and program OSUVOL
to calculate principal plane and volumetric radiation patterns. This
study is important for the determination of proper placement of antennas
on aircraft to meet the requirements of the Microwave Landing System.
The next section briefly discusses the work performed. This is
followed by an example of a roll plane model for the Piper PA-31T Cheyenne
aircraft and the resulting calculated roll plane radiation pattern,.
WORK PERFORMED
Introduction
A new set of computer programs for the calculation of principal plane
radiations patterns has been in use at NASA/Langley Research Cente-a: (LaRC) for
the past 12 months. The computer code consists of programs NMOD, PFLT, NPLOT,
and OSUVOL. The first three programs, developed by the authors, generate
a mathematical model of an aircraft from three-view scale drawings. The
last program, developed at Ohio State University, uses the aircraft model
to calculate principal plane radiation patterns. During the past six
months, work has been directed toward continuing development of the
modeling software, testing the software against calculated data from
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program VPAP and measured patterns, and calculating roll plane patterns for
a number of general aviation aircraft,
Program Development.
The set of computer programs used to generate various volumetric
pattern plots had not been used since the summer of 1979. This set of
programs, including, VOLPAT, DIRTVT, and VARPLOT, was renctivated and
updated for changes in the network operating system. New volumetric
pattern data For the Boeing 737 aircraft was then calculated and compared
to previously obtained results to check for consistency. In addition,
a new program segment was inserted in program NMOD to provide for
automatic centering of side and top views of aircraft roll plane models.
Software Testing
Verification of calculated patterns using the new set of programs was
condtxctad. Elevation plane pattern d,-ta for the de Navilland Canada
DNC-7 aircraft and the Rockwell Sabreliner 75A were calculated and compared
to results obtair,.ed using program VPAP. Roll plane pattern data was then
obtained for several antenna locations.
Roll Plane Pattern Calculations
The older pattern calculation program, VPAP, did not have the capability
to calculate roll plane patterns for small general aviation aircraft. A
primary objective of work performed during this report period was to use
the new computer code to calculate roll plane pattern data for general
aviation aircraft for which elevation plane pattern data had previously
been obtained. The aircraft modeled to date are presented in table 1, and
sample roll plane calculations are presented in the next section.
SAMPLE CALCULATIONS
In this section two
antenna patterns for the
First, the three views o
locations 1 and 3 marked
examples of the roll plane models and resulting
Piper PA-31T Cheyenne aircraft are presented.
F the actual aircraft are shown, with antenna
on the side and top views (figs. 1 to 3). Next,
2
the model for antenna location 1 is given in three views (figs. 4 to 6).
This is followed by the calculated antenna pattern (fig. 7). Finally, the
three views of the model far antenna location 3 and the resulting calculated
antenna pattern are presented (figs. 6 to 11).
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Table 1. Aircraft modeled to date.
Antenna
Aircraft	 Locations
Lockheed Jet Star 11 	 7
Piper PA-31T Cheyenne	 7
Beechcraft Duke 860 	 7
Piper PA-31-350 Navajo Chieftain 	 7
Rockwell Commander 700	 7
Cessna Citation 11I	 5
Rockwell Sabreliner 75A
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Figure 6. Aircraft model front view, antenna location 1.
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Figure 7. Roll plane pattern, antenna location 1.
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Figure 10. Aircraft model front view, antenna location 3.
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Figure 11. Roll plane pattern, antenna location 3.
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